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We consider the problem of scheduling n unit-length tasks on identica! m parallel proces
sors, when outforest precedence relations and unit interprocessor communication delays 
exist. Two algorithms have been proposed in the literature for the exact solution of this 
problem: a linear time algorithm for the special case m = 2, and a dynamic programming 
algorithm which runs in O(n2m-

2 ). In this paper we give a new linear time algorithm for 
instances with m = 2 and m = 3. 

l. INTROD UCTION 

In this paper we consider scheduling problems arising in the management of parallel pro
grams on a distributed memory multiprocessor system. A parallel program is usually repre
sented by a digraph G where each node corresponds to a task and the existence of an are (i, j) 
between nodes i and j, means that task j requires as an input the results produced by task i. 
A number of identica! processors are given, each of which can execute at most one task at a 
time. We assume that the program is implemented on a synchronized multiprocessor system 
which allocates the operations to time slots of fixed length. With such a system we can restrict 
ourselves to considering only tasks having unitary execution time (UET). Our goal is to ma p 
all tasks on the processors in such a way that the overall computation time, or makespan, is 
minimized and the precedence constraints are satisfied. This is a classic scheduling problem 
which has been intensively studied (see e.g. [3] for an updated annotateci bibliography). 

In real parallel architectures there is a significant communication delay between the time a 
task terminates its computation on a processar and the time the output of the task is available 
on another processar. If we adopt an architecture-independent model of multiprocessing (see 
[7]), this delay is the same for any pair of processors. In this paper we consider unitary 
communication delays and, as usual (see e.g. [8] and [1]), we assume that the communications 
can be overlapped by computation and that no delay exists for tasks assigned to the same 
processar. More precisely let i and j be two tasks linked by a precedence (i, j) and t be the 
time slot in which task i is executed. Then task j can be executed from time slot t + l, if 
i and j are assigned to the same processar, and from time slot t+ 2, if i and j are assigned 
to different processors. Using the notation introduced in [12] this problem can be denoted as 
Plprec,pj =l, Cjk = llCmax· 

In [8] i t has been shown that the problem is N P-hard, whereas in [11] i t has been proved 
that the complexity status does not change if we impose that the precedence digraph be a tree. 
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In the remainder of the paper we focus our attention on precedence digraphs which take the 
form of an outforest, i.e. there is a t most an are (i, j) directed into any given n ode j. Given 
an instance of this problem, with n tasks and m processors, a dynamic programming algorithm 
exists [9] which solves Pmltree,pj = l, Cjk = liCmax, in O(n2m-2

) time. In [4] Lawler has 
presented a linear time algorithm which provides the optimal solution for two processors and is 
at most m - 2 time units from the optimum, for m 2:: 3. The above results have been gathered 
in a single paper in [10]. The worst case performance of Lawler's algorithm has been reduced 
to rm;- 21 in [2]. Another linear time algorithm for P21tree,pj = l, Cjk = liCmax has been 
independently developed in [5]. In this paper we examine thoroughly the characteristics of the 
schedules produced by Lawler's algorithm, in order to derive a new algorithm, called LP2-3, 
which exactly solves P21tree,pj =l, Cjk = liCmax and P31tree,pj =l, Cjk = liCmax, in linear 
t ime. 

In the following Section 2 we introduce the notation we used, and we recall the main results 
from the literature. In the next Section 3 we study the properties of Lawler's heuristic algorithm. 
In Section 4 we describe our procedure LP2-3 and we show how to implement it to run in linear 
time. The final section summarizes our work. 

2. NOTATION AND PREVIOUS WORKS 

We are given an outforest T = (V, A), that is a directed acyclic digraph with node set 
V = {l, ... , n} an d are se t A su eh that the indegree of each n ode is a t most o ne. Two no d es 
i, j of V are sai d to be father an d eh il d, respectively, if are (i, j) E A. W e will denote with f (j) 
the unique predecessor of node j in T (J(j) being undefined if node j has zero indegree). Two 
nodes j and k are said to be brothers if j(j) E V and J(j) = f(k). Finally we denote with T( i) 
the subtree of T rooted at node i. 

A schedule of T on m identica! processors is an assignment of the tasks to the processors 
and to a number of unitary time slots in which the tasks are executed. The schedule is feasible 
if no more than m tasks are assigned to the each time slot and precedence and communication 
delay constraints are respected. More precisely, l et us define t( i) as the time slot a t which task 
i E V is executed: a feasible schedule S = (S1 , ... , Sq) is a partition of node set V in q subsets 
such that: 

(a) 1St l ::; m, for t= l, ... , q; 

(b) for each pair of tasks i E V, j E V such that (i, j) E A, either i and j are assigned to the 
same processar and t(j) 2:: t(i) + l, or i and j are assigned to different processors and 
t(j) 2:: t( i) + 2. 

It is not difficult to see that due to the precedence and communication delay constraints, ifa 
node i scheduled a t time t( i) has more than one child, then at most one of these children can 
be scheduled in time slot t( i)+ l. Lawler [4] says that "node i has a favored child when exactly 
one of its children is assigned to an earlier time slot than the others, if i has a child at all". 
Moreover he defines a schedule S as having the favored children property if each node has a 
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favored child, and he proves the following: 

THEOREM l. (See [4}.) For any unit-delay outjorest T there is an optimal and feasible 
schedule S with the favored child property. 

This apparently simple theorem points out the real difficulty of the problem suggesting a 
research direction for possible solution techniques. Indeed, if we know the set F of favored 
children of an outforest T we can transform it into a new outforest T p = (V, Ap) in which the 
are set Ap is obtained from A considering each favorite child i E F, one at a time, and replacing 
each are (! (i), k) E A with are (i, k). Lawler calls this new outforest a delay-free outforest an d 
shows that: 

PROPOSITION l. (See [4}.) Let T be a unit delay outjorest, and let F be any choice of 
favored children. Then any schedule S that satisfies conditi an (a) a bo ve an d the precedence 
constraints with respect to Tp, also satisfies conditions (a) and (b) for T. 

The problem defined by a delay-free outforest Tp has no constraint due to the delays and can 
be denoted as Pltree, p1 = liCmax, i.e. the problem of scheduling unitary tasks on identica! 
processors with tree-like precedence constraints. Efficient algorithms exist (see e.g. [6]) which 
optimally solve this problem in linear time. It follows that, in theory, the problem with com
munication delays could be solved by defining the set of favored children and determining the 
optimal solution to the corresponding delay-free problem. 

Lawler uses this approach to derive an effective approximation algorithm. He starts by 
defining a shortest delay-free outforest Tp that is a particular delay-free outforest such that 
the height of each subtree Tp(i) of Tp is as small as possible. The height h( i) of each shortest 
delay-free subtree rooted to i can be computed in linear time with the recursion: 

h(.) _ { l if i is a leaf, 
z - max(l + max{ h(j) : (i, j) E A}, 2 + smax{ h(j) : (i, j) E A}) otherwise, (1) 

where smax{ X} denotes the second largest value of set X. The shortest delay-free outforest 
Tp is determined by choosing as favored child, among a set of brothers, the node i having 
maximum h(i) value. 

The approximation algorithm terminates by determining the optimal solution of the problem 
defined by the shortest delay-free outforest and taking this schedule as the solution of the 
originai problem. Lawler has proved the following. 

THEOREM 2. (See [4}.) Given an instance T of Pmltree, Pj = l, Cjk = liCmax and the 
corresponding shortest delay-free outforest T p, then the length of the optimal schedule of T p is 
a t most m - 2 time uni t greater than the length of the opti mal schedule of T. 

This implies that the algorithm provides an optimal solution for P2itree,pj = l,c1k = liCmax, 
and applied to P3itree,p1 =l, Cjk = liCmax gives a solution whose value exceeds the optimum 
of at most one unit. 

Lawler's algorithm has the same performances when any linear time algorithm is used for 
determining the optimal solution of Pltree,p1 = liCmax· In particular Lawler shows that the 
Criticai Path Scheduling algorithm (C P) can be used to sol ve the problem. The C P algorithm 
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assigns the tasks one slot at a time, starting from slot S1 and increasing the time index one 
by one. When a new slot St is considered, the tasks available to be scheduled in St are those 
having all predecessors assigned to prior slots. If the number of available tasks is not larger 
than m then all available tasks are assigned to the slot, otherwise C P selects m tasks having 
maximum priarity w h ere the priority v( i) of a n ode i is the length of the longest path from i 
to a leaf. 

OBSERVATION l. Given a shartest delay-free autfarest TF derived fram an autfarest T, then 
v(i) 2: h(i), far each task i E V. 

In the next Section 4 we describe an algorithm for P3ltree,pj = l, Cjk = liCmax which starts 
with the solution of Lawler's algorithm and iteratively updates the set of favored children until 
a criterion shows that the current shortest delay-free outforest is optimal. If we have an instance 
with only two processors we can obviously apply the algorithm by returning the initial solution 
without updating, so the same procedure can be used to solve problems with two or three 
processors. 

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE LAWLER'S SCHEDULE 

In this section we study the structure of the schedule produced by Lawler's heuristic algo
rithm showing that, in many cases, it is optimal. 

When we construct the shortest delay-free outforest TF associated with a set of favorite 
children F, we introduce in TF some arcs which do not exist in the originai outforest T. In the 
sequel we need to distinguish between the two kinds of arcs. 

DEFINITION l. Given a shartest delay-free autfarest TF abtained fram autfarest T and an 
are (h, k) E Ap, we call this are true if (h, k) E A, atherwise we call it false. A path is called 
true if it cantains anly true arcs, atherwise it is called false. 

The false arcs are introduced in TF when a task l is chosen as favored son among its brothers. 
For each brother k of l we put in TF the false are (l, k) instead of are (!(l), k) E A. One 
can easily see that no two consecutive false arcs can exist and a path in TF is a sequence of 
true paths, separated by single false arcs. 

We call II(i,j), with i-=/=- j, the path of TF between nodes i and j. When node i is a root of 
TF we use the simplified notation II(j) to identify the unique path from the root to j. 

The algorithm we are going to describe considers the schedule S of a shortest delay-free 
outforest obtained with the criticai path algorithm CP. In the remainder of the section we 
study this schedule and we introduce propositions which provide a detailed characterization of 
the structure of S. 

Let .>.(S) denote the length of the schedule, i.e. the number of slots used. The critica[ slat 
Se of schedule S (with l ::::; c < .>.(S)) is the last slot with less than m tasks, except the last 
one. The following lemma has been proved in [2]. 

LEMMA l. (See [2}.) Given a delay-free autfarest and its critica[ path schedule S, then far 
each task f E Se which has successars scheduled after c it is III( f) l = c (i. e. the unique path 
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from a root to l! has exactly one task scheduled in each slot S1, S2, ... , Se)· 

The following new propositions will be used to prove the correctness of our algorithm. 

PROPOSITION 2. Given a shortest delay-free outforest T p and its corresponding critica! path 
schedule S, let k be a task available to be scheduled at time instant T, if infinite processors can 
be used (i.e. T is the length ofthe unique path ofTF from a root to k). Then, ift(k) >T, m 
task are scheduled in each slot Sn ... , St(k)+v(k)-2. 

Proof. Algorithm C P delays task k available to be scheduled at a time instant t, only when 
m tasks with priority not less than v(k) have been assigned to slot St. This proves that m 
task are scheduled in each slot Sn ... , St(k)- 1. Each task assigned to slot St(k)- 1 has priority 
not less than v(k), but the priority of a task is the length of the longest path of T p, from 
the task to a leaf, therefore m tasks are available to be scheduled in each of the v(k) slots 
St(k)-1, .. . , St(k)+v(k)- 2 , so these slots are completely filled. l 

(A simpler version of the above proposition has also been introduced by Lawler in the proof of 
Theorem 2.) 

PROPOSITION 3. Given a shortest delay-free outforest Tp and its corresponding critica! path 
schedule S, let l! be a task scheduled in Se, such that III(!!) l= c. Then for each are (r, s) E Ap 
with rE II(/!),s E II(/!), andfor each k E II(s,/!) it is 

h(r) > t(k)-t(r)+h(k), if(r,s) istrue; 

h(r) > t(k)- t(r) + h(k)- l, if (r, s) is false. 

Moreover if l! has successor in Tp it is: 

h(r) 2: c- t(r) +l. 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 

Proof. We begin the proof by showing that equations (2) and (3) hold. From equation (l) 
we know that if are (r, s) is true then h(r) 2: l+ h(s), therefore if path II(r, k) is true the 
difference between h(r) and h(k) is at least equal to the number of arcs in II(r, k). Since the 
tasks of II(/!) are scheduled in contiguous slots, the number of arcs in II(r, k) is t(k) - t(r) 
and equation (2) holds when II(r, k) is true. Something different happens when a false are 
is encountered. Let (o:, {3) be the false are closest to /! such that a E II(/!) and {3 E II(/!) 
(see Figure l, where arrows are used to identify the precedences and dotted arrows indicate 
false arcs). Tasks a and {3 are brothers in T, and a is the favorite child. In a shortest delay-free 
outforest a task is chosen as favorite child if it has height not smaller than that of its brothers, 
therefore h( a) 2: h({J). Since path II({J, k) is true, for each k E II({J, !!), we already know that 
(2) holds, so h({J) 2: t(k)- t({J) + h(k), but task {3 is scheduled exactly one time unit later than 
a, thus equation (3) holds for r a. 

We have thus proved that (2) and (3) hold for each node of II(/!) in the subpath which goes 
from the last false are to /!. Since any path in Tp is a sequence of true paths, separated by 
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Figure 1: A false are (a, f3) in path IT(f) 

single false arcs, to prove the thesis it is enough to show that (2) and (3) hold for the first are 
preceding a and then apply the above reasoning to the remaining nodes. 

Consider task f(a) and note that: (i) in the originai outforest T task f(a) has at least two 
children: a and {3; (ii) task a is the favored child of f(a), so are (!(a), a) if true. We have 
already shown that given a task k E 11(/3, f) the height of each of the two children a and f3 is 
not smaller than () = t(k)- t(a) + h(k)- l (= t(k)- t(f3) + h(k)), so h(f(a)) 2: () + 2 (see 
equation (1)). Since the tasks ofiT(f) are scheduled in contiguous slots it is t(f(a)) = t(a) -l 
and one can obtain () + 2 = t(k) - t(f(a)) + h(k), so equation (2) holds for r f(a), which 
concludes the first part of the proof. 

We now show that equation (4) holds. When h(f) 2: 2 equation (4) is immediately obtained 
by applying (2) and (3) with k = f, so we assume that h(f) = l. In this case f is a leaf of 
T, but it has successors in Tp, so it must be a favorite child, and f(f) has at least two chil
dren each of them having height equal to one. Recalling again equation (1), it immediately 
follows h(f(f)) = 3. Given a false are (r, s) in IT(f), applying (3) with k = f(f) we obtain 
h(r) 2: t(f(f))- t(r) + h(f(f))- l= c- t(r) +l which concludes the proof. l 

PROPOSITION 4. Given a shortest delay-free outforest TF and its corresponding critical path 
schedule S, let S ç Se be the set of tasks scheduled in the critical slot which have successor 
in Tp. Then the number of tasks in Se is strictly greater than the number of false arcs in 
fr = {IT(f) : f ES}. 

Proof. Consider a task f E S. From Proposition 3, i t follows that for each false are (a, f3) 
such that a E IT(f) and f3 E IT(f) it is h( a) 2: c- t( a)+ l. Task a is a favored child so it is the 
root of a subtree of T, having height h(a), which does not contain task f3 and its successors. 
It follows that there is a path 1r of Tp, with 1r # IT(a, f), which starts from a, and has at least 
h( a) nodes (see Figure 2). The priority v of the k-th task of 1r is equal to v( a) - k +l, but 
v(a) 2: h(a) (see Observation 1), so v 2: c- t(a) - k + 2. Moreover one can see that this 
task can be scheduled from time instant t( a)+ k- l, if enough processors are available, and 
it cannot be scheduled later than this instant, otherwise, according to Proposition 2, m tasks 
could be scheduled in Se, so contradicting the hypothesis ISel < m. It follows that the tasks of 
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1r are seheduled eontiguously in slots St(a), ... , Se, ... , St(a)+l7rl-l· 

'- -

o c 

Figure 2: Outforests and sehedule when task .e has sueeessors in Tp 

Thus for eaeh false are in fi there are two paths in Tp: one starting with the false are, and 
the seeond one starting with a true are. Both of them lead to a task seheduled in Se. Sinee the 
strueture of the preeedenees is an outforest the number of sueh tasks is at least the number of 
false ares in fi plus one, and the thesis holds. l 

From the above proposition the following immediately deseends. 

COROLLARY l. Given a shortest delay-free outforest TF and its corresponding criticai path 
schedule, then the number offalse arcs in fi = {II(.€): .e E Se and .e has successors in Tp} is at 
most !Sei - l. 

The next two propositions give suffieient eonditions for the optimality of a sehedule S. 

PROPOSITION 5. Given the criticai path schedule S of a shortest delay-free outforest Tp, let 
S ç Se be the set of tasks scheduled in the criticai slot which have successor in Tp. If path II( f) 
is true far each task .e E S, then the schedule is optimal. 

Proof. Given a task .e E S observe that task f(.€) eannot be seheduled before time c- l, 
indeed path II( f) is true by hypothesis, and exaetly one task of this path is seheduled in eaeh 
slot 5 1 , 52 , ... , Se (see Lemma 1). 

For eaeh .e E S let X(.€) c V denote the set of tasks in the subtree of Tp rooted at .e, 
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excluding task f itseif; define X= UeEsX(f) and note that the definition of criticai siot implies 

À(S) =c+ r~~~ 1 . (5) 

In the originai deiay-free outforest T the tasks in X (f) are brothers of f, or successors of f an d 
his brothers ( otherwise they couid be scheduied a t t ime c), an d task f is the favorite chiid of 
j(f). We have aiready observed that j(f) cannot be scheduied before time c- l, so for any 
possibie choice the favorite chiid must be scheduied at time c and the remaining IX (f) l tasks 
from set {f} U X(f) must be scheduied from time c+ l. Appiying the same reasoning to all 
tasks in Si t follows that for any choice of the favorite chiidren exactiy l SI tasks from SU X are 
scheduied at time c and lXI tasks are scheduied from time c+ l, therefore the right-hand-side 
of (5) is a Iower bound on the Iength of the optimai scheduie of T and the current scheduie S 
is optimal. l 

PROPOSITION 6. Given the critica[ path schedule S of a shortest delay-free outforest TF, if 
only one task, say i, is scheduled in the critical slot, then II(f(i)) is a true path and the schedule 
is optimal. 

Proof. By definition of criticai siot we know that Se is not the Iast siot of the scheduie, 
so there are tasks scheduied after time c which are successors of the unique task in Se. From 
Corollary l i t follows that II( i) is a true path, thus Proposition 5 shows that the scheduie is 
optimal. l 

The propositions given hitherto appiy to probiems with any number of processors. In the 
remainder of the paper we restrict ourseives to the speciai case m = 3. Our knowiedge on the 
scheduies produced by Lawier's aigorithm for P31tree,pj =l, Cjk = liCmax can be summarized 
as in Figure 3 

At the root of the tree in the figure we have the scheduie S produced by Lawier's aigorithm 
(i.e by aigorithm CP when appiied to a shortest deiay-free outforest). Since we have exactiy 
three processors, in the criticai siot there couid be either one or two tasks: cases (A) and (B). 
Case (A) is a Ieaf of our tree, indeed, according to Proposition 6, the associateci scheduie is 
optimal. Doubie lines are used to indicate the cases corresponding to optimai scheduies. 

When the criticai siot Se contains exactly two tasks, say i and j, severai cases arise. By 
definition of Se there must be tasks scheduied after time c and these tasks must be successors of 
i and/or j, in TF (otherwise they couid be scheduied in Se)· We separate the scheduies in which 
both the tasks in the criticai siot have successors in TF (case (B.l)), from the scheduies in which 
oniy o ne of these tasks ha ve successors (case (B. 2)). According t o Corollary l we know that 
in case (B.l) at most one false are may exist in paths II( i) and II(j), thus we further partition 
(B.l) in two subcases: (B.l.l) and (B.1.2). The first case corresponds to an optimai scheduie, 
as shown by Proposition 5. In the second case, instead, the scheduie may be improved, as we 
will show Iater. 

When oniy one of the tasks in the criticai siot, say i, has successors in TF, if path II(i) is 
true, then the scheduie is optimai (case (B.2.1), see Proposition 5), otherwise (path II(i) is 
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l (A) One task in Se l 

(B.2) Only task i has successors in Tp 

l (B. l. l) 11(i) and 11(j) are true paths l 

(B.1.2) 11(i) is false, 11(j) is true 

l (B.2.1) 11(i) is true l 

Figure 3: Case analysis of Lawler's schedule, when m = 3 

false) we further split the case in two final subcases. The first one corresponds to schedules 
in which 11( i) is false and II(j) is true, whereas the last one corresponds to schedules in which 
both paths II( i) and II(j) are false. If the schedule satisfies the conditions of case (B.2.2b) i t 
is optimal, as proved by the next Proposition 7 which uses the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. Given the criticai path schedule S of a shortest delay-free outforest Tp, ifa task i 
of the criticai slot Se has successors in T p, an d II( i) is false, then the schedule could be improved 
only by choosing as favorite child the task (3 defined by the unique false are (a, (3) of II( i). 

Proof. We already know that schedule S is optimal if l Sei = l so we assume Se = {i, j}. 
Let (a, (3) E Ap be the false are closest to i, sueh that a E II( i) and (3 E II( i) (see Figure 4). 
We know that (a, (3) is the only false are in II( i) U II(j) (see Corollary 1), and according to the 
proof of Proposition 4 path II(j) is the union of the two subpaths II(a) and II( a, j). If task a 
is fixed as favored child of f(a), then path II( i) becomes true (indeed the precedence (a, (3) is 
imposed in the solution and the corresponding are is added to the instance T). If Task j has no 
successors in Tp, then Proposition 5 proves the optimality of S. If, otherwise, j has successors 
in Tp, again using Corollary l we can see that II(j) is true, and Proposition 5 stili proves the 
optimality of the schedule. If we fix a brother of a different from (3 as favorite child of f (a), the 
new solution cannot be improved either. Indeed the sehedule of II(/3, i) remains unchanged, the 
path 11( i) becomes true, and Proposition 5 again applies. Thus the only possibility to shorten 
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Figure 4.a: Originai outforest T 

t(à) 

Figure 4. b: Scheduie S 

c À(S) 

- - - - ..,----------, 

.tt' .· 

t t+ 2 c À(S) 
Figure 4.c: Scheduie S' 

Figure 4: Originai and improved scheduie when II( i) is false and i has successors in TF 
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the sehedule is to ehoose f3 as favorite ehild. l 

PROPOSITION 7. Given the criticai path schedule S of a shortest delay-free outforest Tp, if 
exactly two tasks, say i and j, are scheduled in the criticai slot, only one has successors in T p 

and both paths II(i) and II(j) are false, then the schedule is optimal. 

Proof. Let us start the proof with some more eonsiderations on the strueture of the outforest 
T and sehedule S. As in Lemma 2 let (a, /3) E Ap be the unique false are sueh that a E II( i) 
and f3 E II( i). We have already shown that j is a sueeessor of a in T and that h( a) 2: c-t( a)+ 1 
(see the proof of Proposition 4), so using Proposition 2 we ean see that the tasks of II(a,j) are 
seheduled eontiguously one in eaeh slot St(a), ... , Se ( otherwise three tasks eould be seheduled 
in Se). Sinee II(j) is false an d the only false are of II( i) is (a, (3), then a false are exists in 
II(a,j). Let (à,/3) with à E II(a,j) and j3 E II(a,j), be the false are closest to a and observe 
that a f. à sinee II(a,j) starts with a true are (see Figure 4.b). Using equation (3) with k = j 
and r = à we obtain h(à) 2: c- t(à). Similarly to what happens for task a, from task à two 
paths start: the first is path II( O:, j) whieh starts with the false are (à, /3); the second, say 1r', is 
a path of h( à) tasks starting with a true are. Sin e e only tasks i an d j are scheduled in S0 then 
path 7r

1 eannot have more than c- t(à) tasks and h(à) =c- t(à) holds. Therefore from time 
t(à) +l to time c- l there are three paths seheduled: II( i), II(j) and 7r

1
• This also shows that 

are (à, /3) is the only false are in II(a,j), otherwise by applying the same reasoning as above 
we would obtain that a fourth path be available to be seheduled between time t(à) +l and 
time c- l, but only three proeessors exist so more than two tasks eould be seheduled in Se. 

We now have all the information on the structure of the outforest T and of the schedule 
S, neeessary to prove that S is optimal. From Lemma 2 we know that the sehedule eould be 
improved only by ehoosing f3 as favored ehild, but we now prove that even with this ehoiee we 
eannot have a solution better than the eurrent one. 

Let us define t= t(à) and eonsider the sehedule S' obtained fixing f3 as a favorite child (see 
Figure 4.e). In S' task a is seheduled one time unit later than in S, so task f(à), whieh has 
been seheduled at time t- l in S, it is seheduled at time t in S~ (remind that II( a, à) is true). 
We have shown above that task f(à) has two brothers: à and /3, each of whieh is the first of a 
path of c- t tasks. Therefore for any choiee of the favored ehild of f(à), this child is seheduled 
in S' at time t+ l (task <p E {a, /3} in Figure 4.c) and 2(c- t) - l tasks are seheduled from 
time t+ 2. Path II(/3, i) is seheduled in S' one time unit before than in S. If we eall X the set 
of suecessors of i in T F an d we assume l X l = 3p +q (w h ere p an d q are integers su eh that p 2: O 
and O::=:; q::=:; 2), then we know that c- t- 2 tasks from II( i) plus 3p +q tasks are seheduled in 
S' from time t+ 2. It follows that a total of 3( c- t - l +p) +q tasks are seheduled from time 
t + 2 in S'. U sing all the t h ree proeessors these tasks require a t least c - t + p + l q l - l slots 
to be seheduled, so À(S') 2: c+ p+ l q l, but this value is equal to À(S) (see equation (5)), so 
sehedule S' eannot be shorter than S and the proposition holds. l 

We now analyze in more detail the remaining cases (B.1.2) and (B.2.2a) in arder to identify 
further eharaeteristies whieh render the schedule optimal. We summarize here the more relevant 
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Figure 5.b: Scheduie S' 

Figure 5: Scheduies considered in the anaiysis of cases (B.1.2) and (B.2.2a) 

properties of these cases ( see aiso Figure 5). 

(i) The tasks of II( i) are scheduied one in each siot, from 51 to Se (see Lemma l); 

(ii) the false are (a, {J) of II( i) is the oniy false are in II( i) (see Corollary l); 

(iii) path II(j) is true and it is the union of the two subpaths II(a) and II(a, j) (see the proof of 
Proposition 4). The tasks of II(j) are scheduied one in each siot from S1 to Se (otherwise 
three tasks couid be scheduied in Se, see Proposition 2); 

(iv) the scheduie can be improved oniy by fixing task {J as favorite chiid (see Lemma 2). 

When we fix {J as favorite chiid, then in the new scheduie, say S', subpath II( a, j) is assigned 
one unit Iater than in the current scheduie S, subpath II({J, i) is scheduied one unit earlier 
and path II( i) becomes true. So the scheduie of the new paths II( i) and II(j) is fixed up to 
f(i) and f(j) (which are scheduied at times c- 2 and c, respectiveiy). Tasks i and j, instead, 
are no t necessariiy scheduied immediateiy after f (i) an d f (j), respectiveiy. Indeed a false are 
(i, x) E A p or (j, y) E A p couid exist and tasks i and j couid be scheduied Iater with a different 
choice of the favorite chiidren. In any case, if we call X the set of task scheduied in S after the 
criticai siot and we assume lXI = 3p +q (with p 2: O, and O :S q :S 2), it follows that 3p +q 
tasks from X U {i} an d the two tasks j an d f (j) will be sched uied in S', starting from t ime c. 
It follows that ,\(S') 2: c- l+ f(3p +q+ 2)/3l, i.e. the Iength of scheduie S' is at Ieast c+ p 
if q :S l, and at Ieast c+ p+ l if q = 2. But from the definition of criticai siot we know that 
,\(S) =c+ j(3p+q)/3l = c+p+ fql, so we can improve the current scheduie S oniy if q= l, 
i.e if there is oniy one task scheduied in the Iast siot. 
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The above arguments also show that schedule S may be improved only if it is possible to 
assign exactly three tasks from XU{i,j, J(j)} in each slot, from time c ahead. More specifically, 
in the slot at time c there must be scheduled task f(j) and other two tasks from X U {i}. If 
task i has at least two successors in T p we can schedule i at time c- l and fill the slot at time 
c with the two successors. If otherwise task i has only one successor in Tp, we can try to fill 
the slot at time c choosing a brother of i as favorite child, but this new choice does not allow to 
schedule three tasks at time c. Indeed, let l be the single successor of i in Tp, and assume that 
l is a brother of i in T ( otherwise i t cannot be chosen as favorite child of f (i)). I t follows that 
task i is a leaf of T, so h( i) = l, but sin ce i has been chosen as favorite child in the shortest 
delay-free outforest, it is h(i) ~ h(l) (see Section 2), and h(l) = l. Therefore also task l is a 
leaf of T and the slot at time c can never be filled with three tasks, so the current schedule 
cannot be shortened. We have thus proved the following. 

PROPOSITION 8. Let S be the critica[ path schedule of a given shortest delay-free outforest 
T F such that exactly two tasks, say i an dj, are scheduled in the critica[ slot, path II (i) is false, 
and path IT(j) is true. Then the current schedule S is optimal if more than one task is scheduled 
in the last slot or task i has only one successor in Tp. 

We conclude the section by giving a theorem which summarizes the case analysis of Lawler's 
algorithm (for the special case m= 3), and Propositions 5-8. 

THEOREM 3. Given an instance of P3jtree,pj = l, Cjk = liCmax 7 and the critica[ path 
schedule S of its shortest delay-free outforest Tp, let i be one of the tasks in the critica[ slot. 
Then S is optimal if one of the following conditions is true: (i) only task i is scheduled in the 
critica[ slot; (ii) more than one task is scheduled in the last slot; (iii) task i has successors in 
Tp and II( i) is true; (iv) task i has exactly one successor in Tp and II( i) is false; (v) Se= {i,j} 
and both IT( i) and IT(j) are false. 

4. THE ALGORITHM 

The results of the previous section suggest a simple algorithm for the optimal solution of 
P3jtree,pj =l, Cjk = liCmax· We start by applying Lawler's algorithm (see Section 2), i.e. we 
define a shortest delay-free forest T p, breaking ties arbitrary, and we schedule T p with the C P 
algorithm. W e examine the resulting solution, looking for the occurrence of one of the five cases 
described by Theorem 3. If one of such cases occurs the current solution is optimal, otherwise 
the schedule satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2, thus we know that it could be improved only 
by choosing a particular task {3 as favorite child. Then we fix {3 as the favored child for the 
next iterations, we compute the new shortest delay-free outforest, we obtain the new current 
solution by applying again algorithm CP, and we iterate the procedure from the analysis of 
the solution. The pseudocode of the algorithm follows. 
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Algorithm LP2-3(T, m, S*) 
input: T = an unit-outforest; m = the number of processors, with m E {2, 3}; 
output: S*= the optimal schedule for T; 
be gin 

define a shortest delay-free outforest TF for T; opt :=False; 
schedule TF with algorithm CP, giving solution S*; set z* := À(S*); 
if (m= 2 or an optimality criterion holds) then opt := True else S := S*; 
while (not opt) do 

identify the unique false are (a, (3) E TF such that task (3 must be a favored child 
in any outforest associateci to a schedule shorter than À(S) (see Lemma 2); 

F := F\ {a} U {/3}; mark (3 as a fixed favored child; 
compute the new delay-free outforest TF; schedule the current shortest delay-free 

outforest TF with algorithm CP, giving solution S; 
if À(S) < z* then z* := À(S); S* := S; 
if (an optimality criterion holds) then opt := True; 

endwhile 
end. 

Theorem 3 is used by LP2-3 to check ifa schedule is optimal. Moreover, when the first 
schedule S* has been obtained, we can prove the optimality of a different schedule S, generateci 
at an iteration of the while loop, comparing the lengths of these two schedules. If ,\(S) = 
,\(S*) - l, then S is optimal, according to Theorem 2. 

The correctness of algorithm LP2-3 immediately descends from Theorem 3, Lemma 2 and 
the case analysis of the previous Section 3. 

EXAMPLE. The outforest of Figure 6.a was given in [5] to show that the authors' algorithm 
for P2jtree,pj =l, Cjk = liCmax cannot be extended to instances with m= 3. (As a matter 
of fact they give an infor·est, but one can see that we can solve an instance described by an 
inforest by reverting the direction of each are, optimally scheduling the resulting outforest, and 
finally reverting the schedule again ( i.e. moving the tasks of slot Sk, for k = l, ... , À(S) to slot 
S-\(S)-k+l).) The first solution (see Figure 6.b) may choose as favorite child of a task b, so ob
taining a schedule with length 6. The criticai slot is S4 and case (B.2.2a) occurs. The false are 
to be removed from the current delay-free outforest is (b, e) and task (3 of the pseudocode is 
task e. Fixing e as favorite child, we immediately obtain the optimal schedule (see Figure 6.c), 
having length 5. 

A straightforward implementation of algorithm LP2-3 runs in O(n2
) time. In fact, the initial 

shortest delay-free outforest and the first solution S* can be computed in O(n), as shown by 
Lawler [4], and also each iteration of the while loop requires O(n) time. Indeed: (a) the 
identification of the criticai slot can be certainly done in 0(,\(S)) (=O(n)) time; (b) using 
pointers to store the arcs of the outforest O(IAFI) (=O(n)) time is necessary to determine if 
paths II(i) and II(j) are true or false; at the same time we can identify and store the possible 
false are (a, (3) which defines the task to be fixed as favored child; (c) if case (B.l.2) or (B.2.2a) 
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Figure 6: Instance and schedules considered in the example 

occurs, then the updating of the delay-free outforest requires no more than O(n) operations 
(the updating is AF = AF U {(,8,x): x is a brother of ,8}\{(f(a),a)}); and finally (d) again 
O(n) time is required to reschedule the new outforest with algorithm CP. 

A t each iteration we fix a favored child (or we terminate), therefore the total number of 
iterations is bounded by the number of tasks, so the overall time bound O(n2

) holds. 
We now describe how to implement the algorithm so that it runs in O(n) time. Our ideato 

reduce the computational complexity of LP2-3 is based on the existence of an oracle which give 
us the index of the criticai slot of the current schedule S ( without building the entire schedule). 
Moreover we use the following property. 

Fact 1. When we fix task ,6 as favored child, the new schedule S' is identical to the current 
schedule S up t o ti me t( a) - l. 

(One can easily see that Fact l holds by looking at the proof of Lemma 2.) 
Using the oracle we can build a schedule S only up to time instant c, identify the false are 

(a, ,6), update S from time instant t( a) to time c, and continue to construct the new schedule 
S' up to the new criticai slot. More precisely, our implementation is as follows. 

We completely build the first schedule S* and we define z* = À(S*). For the second schedule 
S we apply algorithm C P assigning the tasks to o ne slot St a t a time, for increasing t values. 
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When no further task is available to be scheduled in the current slot St and IStl < 3 we define X 

as the set of unscheduled tasks and we compute the value LE = t+ l lfll, which is a lower bo un d 
on the solution value of the schedule we are building. We have three cases and, according to 
the analysis below, we continue to build the schedule with the same technique, or we terminate. 

Case 1: LE < z*. We continue to build the schedule, indeed: (i) the complete schedule has 
three tasks scheduled in each slot after time instant t, except the last one, so its final value is 
LE and the schedule is optimal (remind that the optimal solution value is equal to z* - l or 
z*, see Theorem 2); or (ii) we will encounter another slot with less than three tasks scheduled 
and we will again apply the same reasoning to that slot. 

Case 2: LE > z*. From Theorem 2 we know that the maximum reduction of length we 
could have for a schedule associateci with the current outforest is one unit, so S* is an optimal 
solution and the algorithm stops. 

Case 3: LE = z*. W e assume the current slot to be the criticai one and we adopt a decision 
according to the case analysis of the previous section. 

Note that i t is possible that if we had completed the current partial schedule we would ha ve 
found that the correct criticai slot is at a time instant later than t, however assuming St as the 
criticai slot does not affect the correctness of our final decision. In fact, if the correct criticai 
slot of the complete schedule S is at time instant t' > t, either À(S) > LE = z* and S* is 
optimal (see again Theorem 2), or À(S) =LE= z*. In the latter case we know that at least 
r = (lXI - 3(t'- t- l) - 2) tasks have to be scheduled in S, after time t' (i.e. the lXI tasks 
to be scheduled after time t are assigned three at a time to each slot st+l. ... ' st'-1 and two to 
st' ). Defining lXI = 3p +q, with p and q integers such that p > o and o :S q :S 2, it follows 
r = 3 (p - t' + t) + l + q, so 

'(S) , r3(p- t'+ t) +l+ q1 l q+ l l 
A ~t+ 

3 
=p+ t+ ~-3- · (6) 

But we have LE = t+ f(3p + q)/3l =p+ t+ f q/3l, so À(S) = LE if and only if q E {l, 2} 
and the tasks in X are scheduled three for each slot St+l, ... , S>..(s), with the exceptions of slots 
St' and s>..(S)· Slot st' has two tasks assigned, whereas q+ l tasks belong to S>..(S)· It follows 
that the last slot of S has at least two tasks and the schedule cannot be improved, as shown 
by Theorem 3, therefore schedule S* is optimal. 

The above arguments show that if LE = z* and our guess on the criticai slot is not correct, 
then any schedule of the current outforest gives a solution not shorter than z*, so schedule S* 
remains the optimal one, independently of the choice of the criticai slot. 

The efficiency of the above implementation derives from the following claim. 

CLAIM l. Implementing algorithm LP2-3 as above, the same slot is considered at most 
five times for assigning tasks. 

Proof of Claim 1. If only Case l and Case 2 occur we build the schedule considering each slot 
only one time. Instead, a slot must be reconsidered if Case 3 occurs and we try to improve the 
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current soiution. In this case we identify a false are (a, /3) an d we rebuiid the scheduie from siot 
St(a) to the current criticai siot Se. Let TF' be the new deiay-free outforest and S'= S~, ... , S~, 
be the new partiai scheduie (with s~ = sk for k = l, ... ' t( a) -l). If it is not possible to fill the 
siot S~ with three tasks we know that schedule S cannot be improved and we stop; otherwise 
we continue to buiid the scheduie using the above technique to identify the new criticai siot, 
say s~, 

W e now show that in the next iteration, ifa rebuilding of the partiai soiution S' occurs, then 
oniy siots s~-1 and s~, among siots s~' ... 's~, may be changed. 

From the proof of Lemma 2 we know that the two paths II(i) and II(j), of TF', are true, 
and the tasks in S~, are successors of task i and/or j. Therefore the first possible false are to 
be removed from TF', in order to improve scheduie S', is (i, x) E AF', or (j, y) E AF'. Task i is 
scheduied a t t ime c - l in S', an d that task j is scheduled a t t ime c + l ( see Figure 5), so we 
do not need to rescheduie siots S~, ... S~_2 , but oniy S~-u S~, ... , S~,. We have thus proved the 
following. 

PROPOSITION 9. Let S' be a partial schedule obtained improving a previous partial schedule 
S having criticai slot Se. Then, when a third partial schedule, say S" is obtained improving 
schedule S', the earliest slot of S' which may be changed is S~_ 1 . 

Summarizing, the impiementation of LP2-3 based on the construction of partiai scheduies de-
fines the siots as follows. We assign tasks to siots S1 , ... , S;...cs•), for the first time, buiiding 
scheduie S*. W e compute for the second time siots S 1 , ... , Se in the first iteration of the while 
Ioop, to obtain the first scheduie S. W e compute again siots St(a), ... Se to obtain the new 
partiai scheduie S'. Oniy the two siots S~_ 1 , S~ may be rescheduied to improve S' (see above 
Proposition 9), giving the third partiai scheduie S". From Proposition 9 it aiso follows that, if 
the criticai siot of S' is at time c' oniy siots S~_ 1 , S~ may be changed to improve S". But we 
know that when we improve a soiution the current criticai siot must be filled with three tasks, 
so i t cannot be the criticai siot of the next scheduie, therefore c' ~ c+ l which impiies that the 
siot at time instant c- l is computed at most four times and the siot at time instant c at most 
five times as claimed. 

Since no siot is computed more than five times during the entire execution of the aigorithm, 
then the overall computing time of aigorithm LP2-3 is O(n). 

THEOREM 4. Algorithm LP2-3 runs in linear time. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have considered the probiem of scheduling n unit Iength tasks, subject to precedence con
straints an d uni t communication deiays, o n m identicai processors. In particuiar, we ha ve 
addressed the case in which the precedence graph is an outforest. We have studied the so
Iutions obtained through an heuristic aigorithm proposed by Lawier [4], giving severai new 
properties. From these properties we have derived an aigorithm for the speciai cases m = 2 
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and m = 3. A detailed case analysis has been used to prove the optimality of the algorithm 
and to propose an implementation which runs in O(n) time, thus improving the previous best 
results consisting of a dynamic programming algorithm which runs in O(n4), when m= 3. 
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